
 

Spring Run Golf Shop & The Golf Guys – Questions & Answers 
 

Q: What is the status of the Golf Shop at Spring Run? 

A: The Golf Shop at Spring Run is now owned and operated by The Golf Guys of Bonita Springs.  

The Golf Guys will stock and supply the Golf Shop at Spring Run and its Members with the BEST 

and MOST CURRENT merchandise on the market today.  They will provide quality merchandise 

at discounted prices to help enhance the golf experience at Spring Run. 

 

Q: Will The Golf Guys have people in Spring Run's Golf Shop? 

A: While they will own the merchandise, The Golf Guys will not have any of their Staff on hand at 

Spring Run.  The Spring Run Golf Shop Staff will be directly responsible for the ordering, 

displaying, selling, and all related activities for the merchandise here at Spring Run.   

 

Q: What is the Pricing Structure? 

A: All Golf clubs and balls will be priced at the low pricing that The Golf Guys is famous for and that 

will be reflected in one price on the sticker.  Some other merchandise, such as non logoed 

gloves, bags, shoes, and accessories will also be sticker priced with the one low price. 

All Spring Run logoed merchandise will have 2 prices on the sticker, retail and the new lower 

Member Price. The Golf Guys has extended a Member Discount so that Member Price will now 

be 20% off retail.  These items will include clothing, hats, towels, and other logoed items. 

 

Q: Will the Price be the same at Spring Run as it is at The Golf Guys? 

A: The sticker price on all items that are carried at both The Golf Guys and Spring Run will be the 

same.  In cases where Member Pricing comes into play, the price at Spring Run MAY be lower 

than The Golf Guys but NEVER higher. Logoed merchandise will feature a retail price and a 

member price, which is lower than what you could buy it for at Golf Guys.  

 

Q: What kind of Merchandise will we have? 

A: The Golf Guys ownership of the Spring Run Golf Shop will enable us to carry more product, more 

product lines, and deeper inventory within those lines.  We will have availability to EVERY major 

club and ball manufacturer on the market today.  We will have clothing for Men and Women 

from the top fashion designers in the Private Club marketplace.  We will have a wide variety of 

shoes for both Men and Women.  We will have multiple hat vendors allowing us to stock hats 

and visors for both practicality and fashion.  We will have logo and non logo clothing and 

accessories from which to choose.  

 You will see a mixture of merchandise that is at both Spring Run Golf Shop and The Golf Guys 

and merchandise that is exclusive to Spring Run. 

 

Q: How does the Shop Credits work now? 



A: Your Shop Credits will work in the same manner as they have in the past, and with a bonus!  Any 

Credits you have earned will be in your Credit Book  Balance and are available for use through 

the end of September annually.  Spring Run Credits will now be able to be used for merchandise 

purchases at The Golf Guys.  This means that if you want to take a trip and see what The Golf 

Guys has in their store, anything you purchase can be bought with your Spring Run Credits. 

 

Q: Do I have to go up to The Golf Guys to get things that I want? 

A: NO!  If there is something you are interested in and we don’t have the size, style, or exact 

product you are looking for, the Professional Staff at Spring Run will contact The Golf Guys and 

get it for you.  If The Golf Guys have it in their inventory, you will have it within 24 hours.  If The 

Golf Guys don’t have it in inventory, the Professional Staff at Spring Run will “Special Order” it 

for you. 

 

Q: How will Special Orders work and how will I know about my Order? 

A: If there’s an item that you want, and neither the Spring Run Golf Shop nor The Golf Guys have it 

in inventory, the Professional Staff at Spring Run will Special Order it for you.  We will fill out a 

Special Order form and communicate all details to you via email.  You will receive an email when 

the order is placed letting you know when we expect arrival and you will receive an email when 

the merchandise arrives letting you know it is available for pickup.  Any changes to the delivery 

date, once the order has been placed, will be communicated to you via email. 

 

Q: What is the Return Policy on Special Orders? 

A: Full Refunds will be accepted ONLY for those items that are damaged or are received and are 

incorrect in terms of size or style.  If the Member wants to return the item for any other reason, 

they will be responsible for the shipping charges on the purchase and return of the item and 

only the purchase price will be refunded. 

 

Q: Will my Special Order be the same price as an in stock item? 

A: Yes, all Special Orders will be priced the same as in stock items and that price will be 

communicated to the purchaser in advance.  Members will not be charged any shipping fees 

unless the item is returned. 

 

Q: How do I go about getting the grips on my clubs changed or other Club Repair? 

A: The Golf Guys will handle all Club Repair and Grips. Simply drop off your equipment at the Golf 

Shop and we take it to Golf Guys and have the clubs back to you with the work completed 

within 48 hours.  If there is going to be a delay or more time is needed for more serious Club 

Repair, you will be contacted via email and an exact timeframe will be communicated. 

 

Q: Will The Golf Guys do any Demo Days or Trunk Shows? 

A: Yes, there will be multiple Demo Days throughout the Season in conjunction with new product 

launches by our equipment vendors.  There will be multiple vendor Demo Days as well as single 

vendor Demo Days.  These Demo Days will include not only equipment companies showcasing 



their newest clubs but accessory vendors such as sunglass companies and GPS device companies 

that will have extra discounts attached to them.  As we get closer to season, there will be a 

communication sent to all Members with a full list of Demo Days. 

 Trunk Shows will also be available and more detail about possible vendors and dates will be 

forthcoming after we have had the chance to see both the upcoming clothing lines and possible 

dates that work with our current event schedule. 

 

Q: I know The Golf Guys take trade-ins on old clubs, but how is Spring Run going to handle that? 

A: The Professional Staff at Spring Run Golf Shop has the ability to take trade-ins of your old clubs 

and give you a value for those.  That value can be used towards the purchase of new equipment 

or added to your Credit Book for a future purchase.  The value is based off the PGA Trade-In 

Value Guide and will be consistent either at Spring Run or The Golf Guys.  We are working on a 

special promotion where, for a month in season, we will take trade-ins on your equipment and 

offer an additional amount if used towards the purchase of new equipment that month.  This 

will be communicated well in advance once the details are ironed out. 


